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In my state
of complete
exhaustion, S
I dreamed
of the day
my triplets
would be
at school..
now that
time is here M
and I can’t
stop crying

n HEFTY
A buggy
made for
three

n DRESSED UP In costumes
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IX shoes are buffed to a shine, three
pinafores pressed to perfection and
60 tiny nails are trimmed. And the
number of name tags I’ve sewn into
shirts and painting aprons must run into
millions (at least, that’s how it feels).
Today is my triplet girls’ first day at school
– and my first with an empty nest.
This is the day I hallucinated about in my
zombie state of exhaustion during the first
few months as a mum.
Breastfeeding Lily, Clara and Elise every
four hours, which took up to 90 minutes,
didn’t leave much time for sleep. And in
those hazy days my weary mind imagined
their future school as utopia.
This is day one of being able to have a hot
cup of tea uninterrupted, read a newspaper
before it’s days old and have a break from
simultaneously holding three conversations
that all begin with “Mummeee!”
It’s the launch day of my new lease of life,
when I promised fellow nursery gate mums
that I’ll whoop with joy and dance out of
their classroom as soon as I drop off my mini
girl gang. So why am I crying?
My first well-up came as a shock in the
schoolwear shop. Seeing my girls try on their
blazers, which are the dinkiest size yet still
too big, made my chin wobble and tears fall.
The girls shrieked with excitement and twirled
for the sales assistant to admire them, while I
snivelled, dabbed at my eyes and wondered:
“Where have my babies gone?”
Suddenly change is everywhere. Their wardrobes, until now full of soft fabrics in a riot of
rainbow colours, are hung with sombre grey and
starchy white.
The arts and crafts table in the playroom is
now called the homework desk. And breakfast
time is no longer a
lazy pyjama party
but a military operation timed with precision. It has happened
so fast. Reaching this
milestone has sent me
reaching back into my
memories I thought
were lost among the
clutter and chaos of
daily domestic life.
Fo u r- a n d - a - h a l f
years ago, seeing them
born at 34 weeks at
Kingston Hospital in South
West London, was the most
euphoric moment in the
lives of my husband
Michael and me.

Julie with, from
left, Lily, Elise
and Clara

Breakfast will
no longer be a
pyjama party
but a military
operation

Recollections of the neonatal care unit – where
our wee bundles, all weighing just under 5lbs, spent
a fortnight – are vivid.
Our immense gratitude to each staff member
there has never faded and never will.
But I remember nothing of packing up our
London flat and driving our six-week-old babies to
start our new life nearer family in Perthshire.
It was the best move we made because our
families have played a vital part in bringing up our
girls and propping up their mummy and daddy.
It’s not unusual to have three children. But having

J CUTE Pretty matching pink outfits

leapt off the bed when I was told we
had three babies. I was politely asked
to lie down again so the sonographer
could check if there were four.
We’ve melted with love on seeing our
daughters sleeping while wrapped in a
group hug, beamed with pride at all their
firsts and cried laughing at their attempts
to impersonate their Geordie dad’s accent.
We’ve endured lows to a depth we’d never
experienced until inheriting the super-sensitivity of parenthood. Coming devastatingly close
to losing Lily twice to bronchiolitis is a memory
that still haunts and hurts.
Lily remembers nothing of her time in hospital,
of turning over and over in her bed and winding
wires around her body like spaghetti on a fork.
Of turning blue then grey.

B

UT I will never forget how a
slight cough on a buggy stroll
turned into a blue-light
ambulance dash to hospital twice
in a month. Again, we were deeply
indebted to the NHS.

Z READY
TO LEARN
Girls at the
homework
desk in the
playroom

3 RUNS
IN THE
FAMILY
Sisters
sprinting

Seeing my
girls try on their
blazers made
my chin wobble
EDICAL
and tears fall
students

watching my
C-section said my huge grin
was almost as memorable as seeing
three tiny sisters born one minute apart.
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AS A MUM-OF-3 PREPARES FOR START OF TERM..

J NEWBORNS Triplets in hospital at two weeks old
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three the same age has had different challenges.
Most mums have a wipe-as-you-go weaning method
– I didn’t have enough hands while doing a triple
feed so had to power wash the high chairs with a
hose in the garden after every mushy meal.
While my friends had relaxing coffee shop catchups with one baby tucked under one arm, simple
meetings would cause mummy meltdowns for me.
Arriving at a cafe with my triplet buggy, which
was so big it had a steering wheel, sent furniture
flying and me into a stressy fit as I struggled to
settle my tots. There was scant time for a cuppa or

small talk. Eventually I learned to multitask to an
expert level and could hold one baby in each arm
while balancing on one foot so I could use the other
to gently bounce another baby in her chair.
I can even zone out the constant cacophony of
noise that fills our house.
And I’ve trained myself to smile at strangers who
double-take when they see Lily, Clara and Elise
and say: “TRIPLETS? You’ve got your hands full
there, love!” It happens at least five times a day.
We’ve enjoyed endless highs. We still laugh at
our thrilled reaction to the first scan – I nearly

Now they’ll be in the care of their school,
where their teacher will no doubt learn to spot
the difference between identical Clara and Elise.
I’ve already heard them plotting name-swapping
tricks, so I apologise in advance.
They’ll be wearing the same clothes for the
first time ever, so telling them apart might be
just as tricky for their friends. This has already
caused an upset. When a boy begged his mum
to let him wear a kilt to nursery so he could marry
Elise, he burst into tears to realise he’d inadvertently become betrothed to Clara.
Despite the usual worries (will they
announce to their teacher, as they did in
nursery, “Mummy wears black knickers”?) I
feel sure they are ready for school. Lily
certainly has some quick answers.
She’s obsessed
with Rapunzel and
writing her own
name. So who drew
the picture of
Rapunzel and
scrawled “LiLY” on
the living room
wall? According to
her: “Wee Willie
Winkie.” Clara is
keen to tear up
school sports records
as she runs everywhere at lightning
speed. Asked her name, she’ll tell you: “Clara
Daisy Bullet.” Elise will learn that perhaps
only half of her ambition to become a “princess waitress” is achievable though study.
They might also discover eating fish won’t
make them swim faster – and that Mummy is
not really 21.
I will miss my girls madly. Their girly silliness,
ready cuddles and naughty laughs. Even the fact
they veer from best friends to wrestling opponents in minutes. But since I’ll have spare time
for the first time in their lives I might join a
gym to tackle my triple-sized mum tum.
My hubby has done his best to assure me
motherhood hasn’t changed my body by saying:
“Don’t worry – you’ve always had a pot belly.”
I’ll be able to watch something other than
CBeebies. Hell, I could even tidy my house.
I now realise I won’t want to do jubilant star
jumps after kissing my girls goodbye on the first
day at school. Instead, I’ll join fellow mums in
the gym hall which has been set up for a first-day
“tea and sympathy” session.
I’ll try to blink back tears until I get back to
my house, which will be plunged into silence.
Then I’ll bury my face in a huge box of tissues.

